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Fast and reliable test orchestration for mobile and web apps, at scale

Sauce Orchestrate is a new and unique approach to web and mobile application testing that increases test execution speed and 

enables end-to-end test orchestration.

Transform Mobile and Browser Testing for Accelerated Time to Market

Sauce Orchestrate
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Seamless and Streamlined Developer Experience

Sauce Orchestrate provides purpose-built capabilities designed to increase the speed and efficiency of app development and testing.

Improve reliability

Reduce unpredictable network issues and help developers focus their time on innovation by eliminating the need 

to troubleshoot errors caused by the heavy network overhead of a remote grid.

Test up to 70% faster, from anywhere

Sauce Orchestrate decreases network overhead and reduces the latency between the test and the  

device or browser.

Reduce costs and optimize CI/CD pipelines

Orchestrate multiple CI builds and reduce the maintenance burden on your resource-constrained CI by offloading 

the compute cycles to Sauce Labs for test execution.

Accelerate development velocity

Improve development velocity and significantly reduce feedback time by running the same test suite locally early 

in the development cycle, and at scale in your CI.

Faster feedback loops

Significantly shortens browser and mobile testing feedback time 

so developers can make data-driven decisions that improve and 

innovate.

Simplified testing

Simplifies the packaging of Appium and Selenium test code 

using container technology and the Sauce Labs grid.

Any framework, any language 

Works with any programming language and test automation 

framework available in Sauce Labs. 

Robust command line interface

Fully integrates with the saucectl CLI for configuring test 

orchestration from YAML files.

https://saucelabs.com/


Enterprise-Level Security and Support

Security and compliance

Security is priority #1 at Sauce Labs. Hundreds of engineering and product teams trust us to keep their projects 

safe. We offer robust encryption and complete data privacy to secure your investment. We’re SOC 2 Type 2, ISO 

27001, and ISO 27701 certified, and GDPR and CCPA compliant.

World-class support 

We offer tiered levels of support to match business needs and budgets. Our global team of highly experienced 

support engineers helps customers resolve issues and get back on track quickly.

Test automation experts 

Sauce Labs Customer Success managers and Solution Architects are your guides on the continuous testing 

journey. As founders and active participants in the testing community, our experts help teams find solutions to 

their biggest challenges. 

Foundation for Efficient Test Orchestration, at Scale

Mobile & browser testing

Run mobile and web app tests on any device or browser,  

and in any language and test automation framework available  

in Sauce Labs.

Integrates with CI

Integrates with your CI pipelines through our developer-friendly 

command line interface (sauceCTL) or a simple API. 

Built on Docker 

Integrates with any Docker registry for packaging test codes 

into a Docker image. Simply send the package to Sauce Labs for 

execution within our ready-to-go grid.

Rich test results 

Detailed debugging information (execution logs) and test results 

can be accessed through our purpose-built UI and API.
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